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The Report describes a new method, ~lich has 
been developed in the Research Department, of 
making mea ~)ur ement s of the Buchmann-L,Ieyer light 
pattern of 3 laterally recorded disk. This 
pattern is often used to measure the modulation 
levels of the various fr~quencie3 on the disk. 
Tne new method is quicker and more simple to use 
than the traditional method and does not reouire 
such a high degree of sldll in the opera tor: Tile 
use of the i3 l ;paratus fW s revealed the importance 
of some hitherto un':':'Gj.Joted o~Jtical inte,.'fe:,:'ence 
and diffraction phenomena associated with the 
li::;ht patterns. These phenomena are significcult 
in . elation to fundamental e:'::o1's wi1ich ore inherent 
in any method of observL.tion of the patterns. The 
effects are analysed and the Report describes how 
the simple theory of the light p:)ttern mea sure.ment 
must be modified to give D more accurate result. 
Part I of the Report describes tl"8 new DiJp::.uatus 
and the evaluation of the final results of the 
illeasu~ements. Part 11 contains a detailed analysis 
Gnd discussion of the various interference and . 
diffr2ction ~Jhenomer13 which affect the evaluation of 
the results described in Part I. 



PART I 

1. The Principle of t.hQ . .1.ight.. Patte~l1 IVIEl1h.od 

Figur'e 1 represents a vertical section thliough a disk 
recording inclined to the horizontal so that the outer walls 
of the gnooves at A are vertical and are reflecting light 
from a distant light source (in the plane of the diagram) 
back along its incident path. If the grooves be laterally _ 
modulated in a sinusoidal manner? the plan view of such a 
vertical outer wall will be as shown in Figure 2. 

A distant observer will see light reflecte'd from all 
"points on the groove where the modulation and the curvature 

of the groove cOiilbine to produce elements perpendicular to 
the axis. These pOints will lie out from the central axis 
only as far as a distance b at which the groove becomes per
pendicular to the axis at the point of maximum 111odulation 
slope. Beyond this distance there can be no light reflected 
parallel to the axis. If the disk is rotated? the reflecting 
pOints will merge into a band with sharp vertical edges. 

'When the 21aximwn modulation slope (with reSlJect to an 
unmodulated groove) is sufficiently small for its sine, 
tangent and angular measure to be regarded as equal, then the 
widtri of the luminous band at any given radius oh the disk 
can be shown to be proportional to this slope, which is iXl 
turn proportional to the peak velocity of the recording stylus. 
Moreover, as the radius of tile groove is decreased, the 
increasing curvature and the increasing slope of the modUlation 
resulting from lower cutting sp8ed exactly counterbala.iice 
each other? so that the width of the light band is a function 
of·peok modulation velocity only, independent of radius or 
frequency" 

The assumption that only light IJEuallel to the axis is 
used in the formation of the light patterns is not justified, 
however 1 WHen light SOUl'ce and viewing aperture are sJtuated 
at finite distances from thE) disk, and a formula is derived 
below which enables the velocity to be deduced from the width 
of the patturn as measured under practical conditions. 

Figure 3(a) relJl'eSents, in plan} a groove illmninated by 
a light source of half-width a2 at a distance d2 from tile disk, 
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and viewed with a device of aperture half-width al at a distance 
dl from the disk. This arrangement? in wilich the outer wall 
of the groove is observed, will henceforward be referted to as 
the "far-side ll method of vi.e\ifing~ as opposed to the linear-side" 
method, in which theirlner wall of the groove is observed? on 
the side of the disk nearer to the observer. The groove is 
assumed to have a sinusoidal illodulation such that at each iJoint 
of inflection it is inclined at an angle ~ with respect to an 
urunodula ted groove (Figure 3b). 

Let the half-width of the oattern observed be bf. Then 
the extreme right-hand edge of 1he pattern at P will be formed 
by light which orin;inate s from the extreme left-·hand edge of 
the liL;:.l(" SCli'..rce cmd ,\Licll. enters ~~l": e~:.:t:,-,·elile loft-l'L.:nd edge of 
C.~(8 U1Jerturc::.. '1::1.8 ::.,l'oove is uSSU1J1E.'(~\:'o rJ8 o::iented so tliat there 
iS

f
.;. 2tGLiv {?f ~,.~a~~iL]lEHl ;;:,:'oov;.;; sloPG correctly positioned at P to 

re ~e~ sUCu extreme rays. 
The angles made with the axis by incident and ~eflected 

ray s are, re SJ)8ct i vely ~ ":2 :.. bf and al_ + ~ and tha t made by the 
normal is their mean: d2 etl 

:c {f?l a2) 'b (1' 1 )} 
'2 \.. d 1 + d2 + f·. 0.1 + d2 _ 

The effective radiUS of curvature of the groove in the plane 
of the diagram is R/cos g? where R is the radius of the groove 
on the disk? and 9 is the angle between. the plane of the disk 
and that of the diagram. - The slope betviTeen tile 110:::'mal to 
the gr oove at P and. the axi s can. also be ex/:,re s sed 9 therefore, 
as bf cos g _ y'l 

R 

Equating: o = _bf_·· _~_os_-_9 - ~ [G~ + *) + bf (d~ + d12~ 
or - R • y:l = bf 

cos 9 [1 - 2 c~s 9 0~ + 12)] - ~2-C-O"';;;~' 9 G-~-t + ~~) 
If dl and d2 tend to infinity v7hile al and .'12 remain finite~ the 
equation red.uces to _1L-'. 0 - b where b is the half-width of 

cos 9 - 9 

the pattern viewed under ideal conditions. 

.. • b := b f 11 - R . - (.1.. + 1...)J _ ~ R ._. (a 1 + a 2) l 2 cos 9 \,dl d2 . 2 cos 9 o.r CT2 •••• 0 .l(a) 



Similar reasoning gives~ 
"near-side" conditions 

b :::: bn ,-I + R. (.1.. + 
_ 2 cos Q dl 

4. 

for the half-width observed under 

-1..)1 __ 5 •. !.al + 13.2) 1 (b) 
d2) J 2 cos 0l err 'd:2 •• • • • • • . 

The facto~ multiplying bn or bf is henceforwar~ referred to 
as fl,' (it being understood to aL'jply to Equation l(a) when 
less than unity? and to Euuation l(b) when greater than , 
unity)? and the term _. R "G (al + a2~ as f2' l~ben the 

. 2 cos ttr CT"2' . 
groove is unmodulated? (i.e. b ::: 0), hen ECfu.ations l(a) and 
l(b) show th~t a pattern of width 2f2/fl is observed? and 
this residual pattern is henceforward refe~red to as the 
flno-mod" band. The equations also show that for any pattern? 
bf exceeds bn by an amount depending on the. values of fl and 
f2. It will now be shown that b is simply related to the 
modulation velocity? and directly proportional to it. 

The angle Q of the optical normal to the disk is equal 
to half the groove-angle, and Figure 4 shows that the 
modulation arnpli tude IIrn" observed along the optical normal is 
related to the amplitude M par~llel to the disk by the . 
relation m :;: lVI cos G. A.s the maximum slope of a sine-vvave 
is proportional to its amplitude? we may replace \3 'by m cos 9 
where m is the maximum modulation slope in the plane of the 
disk 

"0 b::: R\3 ~:;: R m. ... 0 .. , ... 2 (a) 
~ n cos G 

But ili :;: -L when V is the peak stylus velocity and n the 
2rrRn 

revolutions per second of the disk? during r8cordingD 
fI 

.0. b :;: 2rr'Ln and VR ;,~ s :;:'2rrnb •••••• 2(b) • J.~I.L •• '\{ /::!.: 

It is desirable that the terms 11 - fIt and f2 should be 
small, so that the accuracy with YJhich the quantities involved 
in them are known, ilnd the constEln.cy within which they are 
maintained need not be ilS high as the overall accuracy 
reCjuired in the experiment. This means that al and a2 should 
be kept as small as possible? dl and d2 as large as possible. 

Considerations of resolving power and illumination 
respectively limit the extent to which al and a2 can be 
reduced? while dl and d2 increase at the expense of compact
ness. In the a~paratus to be described the constants ar~ as 



follows: 

dl ::: d2 ::: 48 inches (:I:. 1 inch) 

al ::: 0.125 inches 

a2 ::: 0.01 lnches 

9 is variable, but usually about 47 0 

These oiv~ values for the factor fl in Equations lea) and 
l(b) ranging from about 0.83 and 1.17 at the outside of a 
12" disk, to about 0.92 and 1.08 at the inside of the disk. 
The term f2 varies from about 0.011 ~nches to 0~005 inches. 

3 • NeYl Slstera_.9f _£Ilea q,!:y:emenL~mp_l.Qxeq 
in tb~e Pr~eJ1t ~.12para_t.lll? 

To blend tfle individual reflecting elements of a band 
of tone into a clearly-defined patter!"}? the disk must be 
rotated, and small deviations from perfect flatness in the 
disk then cause the pattern to oscillate horizontally. 
Thus any method of mea surement which depe:nds on the ,a lighment 
of a stationary measuring line to the moving edge of the 
pattern is both laborious and fatiguing and requires some 
skill. 

In the present a)paratus this difficulty is overcome by 
producing tvvo images of the pattern, movable with respect to 
each _other in a horizontal direction. _ The width of the 
patt~rn is measured by the displacement of the images 
necessary to cause the left-hand edge of one image to coincide 
with the right-hand edge of the other image and vice-versa. 
This alignment is unaffected by oscillation of the pattel'n~ 
since both images move together in an identical manner. 
Plate I shows the appearance of the two patterns when adjusted 
for edge-to-edge coincidence of the JOO-cycle bands. 

4. Desc.tiQtio~_oL~2Pqt~ 

4.1 QQnQr~1-1ayout 

The complete apparatus which is shovm in Plate 11 is 
housed in two an-gle iron fr3111eVlOrks, each 30" high and 20" 
w.ide. In the largEr of these, whi.ch is 394:" long~ is 1110unted 
tne disk turntable? v:hile the smaller? 21;4" long? carries the 
light source and the devices for producing two images and 
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measuring their separation. The total length of the 
aJ.Jparatus is 72-~"? two further lengths of angle iron holding 
the frames 20" apart. The apparatus can? of course, be 
mounted in a single framework of suitable length, but the 
prototype has been made in two sections so that the disl: and 
measuring devices ,can be separated for experimental purposes 
by any de sired distance over Cl certa"in minimum. The 
apparatus is self-contained, with the exception of tL8 

,viewing telescope, which is at present ,used mounted on a 
standard tripod. A.s the telescope is used only as a 
viewing and not as a measuring device? it is not necessary 
for it to be rigidly mounted on the framevlork, altilOugh in 
practice tnis can be done for greater convenience. 

4.2 111e Prism Sy~tem 

The twin images are produced by four prisms disposed as 
in Figure 5. PI? F2 and P3 are mounted on a vertical jJlate? 
as are the vertical slits S in front of PI and P3' These 
slits are i inch wide, compared with the prism wldth of 1 cm, 
and so define the aperture 2al of the system. P4 is mounted 
on a turntable rotatable about a vertical axis. The Dask M 
prevents direct observation of the disk through the telescope. 
When all the prisms are parallel and coplanar the il1lcges 
formed by PI? P2 and P3' P4, al'e coincident. Vfuen P4- is 
rotated about a vert1cal axis 7 however ~ the image formed by 
P3 and P4 is displaced in a horizontal arc? centred on PI.!-
and of length equal to the optical path from the disk to P4? 
and the two im3ges are seen side by side. '1'11(;; il10ving image 
also rotates sbout the line of sight? but ::'18 this rotation is 
only equal in magnitude to the al!gular displacement of P4? 
which is normally less than 10? the two images do p,ot become 

noticeDbly non-parallel. 

The prism system and trle' mechanism by which the operator 
CSln turn P4 are mounted on a horizontal platform of -~ inch 
bakelite, 13 inches above the bench. A considerabla reduc-
tion is rec. uil'ed between the operator I s control and the 
rotation of tile prism P4? and this is achieved in two stages.' 
A. lead screw (i inch B.S.F. thre21d) runs horizontally 8cr03S 
th0 front of tho uYPul'atus, and is turned by a handle on the 
right-hand side of the framework. A. threaded block or nut 
runs on this lead SC2ew and is prevented from rotating by a 
guide rod. Sprung against the nut, at right angles to its 
direction of motion? is 3 horizontal rod .. 'which turns a 
lVluirhead slow motion' dr i ve • It is on the dr i ven shaft of 
this that the turntable carrying P4 rotate s. a c16 pe:"up viav'l 



of the prism system and its associated l'otatio[wl equipLlent 
is shown at Plate Ill. 

4.3 The Indicating ~§tem 

. The deflection ofP4 is measured by a reflection method 
using a concave galvanometer mirror, also mounted on the 
driveh shaft of the slow motion drive~ but below the bakelite 
platform. A lantern, near be~ch level and between the two 
frameworks, illuminates the mirI'm.', and the reflected pencil 
travels to a plane mirror lying across the top of the other 
fra1llelivork and thence to a plastiC galvanol~leter scale across. 
the front of the apparatus. The mirror system forms on the 
scale an enlarged image of a.vertical hair line stretched 
across, the front of the lantern. 

The scale has a 6entre zero~ and the hair line is arranged 
to 1 ie at or near this zero when the two images are coincident. 
Readings are taken on both sides of the coincidence pOSition, 
and their sum corresponds to twice the total patteruwidth? 
provided that both readings are not on the same side of the 
zero. 

This system is calibrated by observations on a gradUated 
scale placed on the turntable~ and is found to be linear over 
the widths encountered •. The hair line is read to the nearest 
~ millimetre, which corresponds ap;)I'oximately to the nearest 
thousandth of an inch in the value of bf or bn. 

A bracket from the main framevilorl: holds a ventilated 
metal box containing a 48 watt lamp which- illuIilinates the disk? 
shining through a hole sufficiently large to ensure that the 
entire width of the filament is visible from the dis};:. The 
lamp is immt3diately above the prism system? and the' total . 
included vertical angle between incident and reflected light 
is about 80 • . 

Three factors make it .desirablethat the turntable 
carrying the dlsk should be movable, so that different parts, 
of the disk may be brought to,the same point in space for 
observation. 

(1) The effective field of view of the system 
is less than that of the telescope 3.10ne~ 
the extreme bottom of this field being 
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lost in the image through PI, P2, 
and the extreme top tJu'ough P3 ~ P4. 
:J\leasurements must only be made, 
therefore~ near the centre of the 
field. 

(2) The faqtor relating pattern width to 
angular prism displacement is pro
portional to the distcHlce from the 
pattern to the prism P4. 

(3) The depth of focus of the 
te18SCOl)e i~-)· tou· s111a11 to 
cover the whole of a stationary disl{ 
without re-adjustment. 

The turntable El ssembly is therefore mounted on a wh • .'eled 
trolley~ and two brass rails screwed to diagonals on the sides 
of the angle iron framework constitute a simple railway 
inclined at 45° to the horizontal, on which the trolley runs 
so t~nat the turntable moves parallel to itself. Two Bov/den 
cables run up from the trolley, parallel to the rails, pass 
over pulleys suspended from the top corners of the framevlOrk, 
and support a lead counterweight. The position of the 
trolley is controlled by a 1/150th H.F. revel' ;1ible induction 
motor, at bench level, to 'which it is connected over' ;mlleys 
by two ~ight cables, one for each direction of motion. The 
motor is operated by a push-button microswitch and. a 
reversing switch, situated near thc; front of the apparatus 
adjacent to the observer. As a safety device d microswitch 
is operated by the trolley at eith01' end of its permissible 
excursion, and swi.tches off thd motor in the outvlaI'd direction 
only. 

The turntable is rota ted by a "Fra cmo" mot or? geared 
down to give a speed of about 20 r.p.m. which is just . 
sufficient to m.erge the lwninous elements of a 50 c/s band of 
tone into El continuous pattern. 8. slipping elutchprotects 
the gear-box from any torque applied by hand to .tht) turntable. 

The yoke carrying the turntable unit is pivoted relative 
to the trolley about a horizontal axis vvhich allows adjustraent 
of the' angle Q between the optical normal or reflection and 
the disk. This facility is provj.ded to enable Q to be adjusted 
for El maximum pattern brightness on any disk, the optimwn 
de,gending on the groove shape. Only vihen the turntable' is 
parallel to the direction of motion of the trolley,however? is 



the distance from the point under observation to the prism 
system independent of the position of the trolley. This 
condition is used~ therefore, whenever the disk under 
examination give~ a pattern of sufficient brightness, even 
t:nough this brightness may not. be tile flaximUlll attainable. 
For the few disks i1ecessitating adjustment of g~ not only 
must ac count be tal-cen of the change in cos G in Equation 1, 
but the scale indications must? strictly speaking, be 
re-calibrated for the extreme positions of the trolley, and 
bn and bf calCUlated accordingly. The error resulting from 
neglect of this last consideration is small; if the calibration 
for say G = 47 0 is used when 9 is in fact 520 , then the values 
of bf and bn so obtained at the outside of a 12 inch disk will 
be, respectively, 2% too large and 2% too small. 

The measurement of pattern width by the present edge
to-edge method ls found to be easy, quick and reproducible 
within close limits. & disk carrying 16 bands of tone _can 
be examined on both near and far sides in just over half an 
hour, each setting being performed twice. The accuracy of 
the system is subject to a limitation which is inherent in 
the Buchmann-];leyer il18thod, and not peculiar to the pro sent 
apparatus. As the frequency of the recorded signal is 
increa~ed, the edge of its associated light pattern becomes 
less clearly defined, and at frequencies above about 5 kc/s 
the tVIO ima ge s can only bE; ad justed to mer ge into ea ch other, 
rather than to touch. This effect is due to the fact that 
the law of reflection is only strictly true for reflecting 
surfaces whose dimensions are very large compared with the 
wa velength of light, and thi s condition is not fulfilled by 
the short reflecting element s occurring in ~ligh frequency 
pa~terns. &s a result, the reflected pencils spread out 
beyond the limits defined by th0 law of ruflection, and 
elements reflect into the telescope even Il'lhen they are some 
distance outside the calculated edge of the pattern. The 
8ffect limits the accuracy of the method at high frequencies 
to the order of ± I db. 

A.t low frequencie s, vilhere the VG loci tie s re corded are small, 
tne narrowness of the patterns sets a limit to the accuracy 
attainable. However the patterns are tileD. sufficiently 
sharp to yield satisfactory o.CCurCiCY down to re,corded 
velocities of 15 or 20 db below the standard 1 kcls r.m.s. 
velocity of 2 cm/sec. 
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Apart from the use of disks vinich have been calibrated 
with a pick-up of known frequency response 5 t11e correctness 
or otherwise of the results obtained from light pattern 
mea sure:ment s can be checked by three methods ~ 

(a) The results obtained from near and far 
side observations of the same band 
should be identical. 

This is necessarily true for directly recorded disks, where 
both the inside and the oqtside of the groove must carry the 
same modulation? but not necessarily so for pressings~ where 
processing distortion could cause a real difference between 
the two walls of the groove. 

(b) The, ratio between tvvo different levels of 
the same frequency, as mea'sured from 
their light patterns? should be identical 
with the ratio of the two voltages 
applied to the cutterhead provided that 
it is justifiable to regard the recording 
process as linear. 

(c) Velocity ratios deduced from light pattern 
measurements can be checked against 
ratios predicted from measurements of 
cutterhead voltage under more realistic 
conditions than those obta,ining in (b). 
Subject to two assumptions set out below, 

, several frequenCies can be recorded at 
known relative velocities? similar to 
those specified by a typical recording 
characteristic. 'l'he necessary asswl1p
tions are firstly that the recording 
process is linear, and secondly that 
equality of pattern v;idth ,between adjacent 
bands indicate s e quality of velocity, 
regardless of frequency. Such an 
equality of pattern width is first estab
lished by trial and error, using a 
variable attenuator in the recording chain, 
and the test disk then cut, with the 
cutterhead voltages illodified to give the 
re~uired recording characteristic. 

Of these methods of checking, (a) makes the fewest 
assumptions, but v-Jill not indicate any error wl1ich affect s 
near and far side results equally. Methods (b) and (c) are 
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useful only insofar as they provide clues to. the nature of an 
error indicated by (a) or confirm an inCi.ication of correctness 
'given by (a). 

6. T:Lpic~l Re suIt s 

In the derivation of Equation 1 (Paragraph 2), the edge of 
the pattern is defined by the,extreme position from which a 
point P, on the surface of the disk, can reflect light into 
the viewing arrangement. The telescope was accordingly 
focussed on the surface of the disk for 'the. mea surement s . 
discussed below •. ' Results are shown in. Tables 1, 3 an.d 5, 
for threedlfferent disks, which will be referred to as disks. 
A., Band C respectively. On disk A9 three bands of I kc/s 
tone were recorded at tne out side of the disk', and three' 
similar bands at the extreme inside 9 each set corresponding 
to relative ~)plied voltages of 0, -10 db and ~20 db respec
tively. 

Disk B is of the type described in 5(c) above. A.s in disk A, 
two similar sets of bands were recorded, one at the outside 
and one at the inside of the disk, each set containing bands 
at 1, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1 kc/s~ and a furth(:;r band of 0.1 kc/s 
tone suitably attenuated to simUlate the 1101'ma1 recorded 
level of 0.05 kc/so 

Disk C is a Multifrequency Test Record (B.B.C. Reference 
No. DOM 46) covering the range 10 kc/s to 0.05 kC/5, recorded 
with the T.R.U~ recordin0 characteristic. A careful pick-up 
calibration of this disk has previously been carried out by 
Designs Department. 

It will be seen that, with the exception o~ the inside 
set of bands on disk A, the value of the ideal pattern half
vddth,. b~ (Equations 1 and 2) is in every case greater vvhen 
deduced from bf than lNhen deduced from bn- When low 
velocities are recorded near the outside of the diski the 
discrepancy becomes very large, exceeding 4 db for the band. 
of lowest' v810city on dislc A? and. 2db for that of' disk }$. 
The extreme velocity ratios deduced from far side measurements 
are found to be slightly greater than those predicted from 
voltage considerations,. ap-d those deduced from near side 
measurements~ considerably greater. . 

The systematlcerror exJlibite'd in these results is attributed 
to the fact that no account has so fcu 'been taken of effects 
due to the wave properties of light 2 and these vfill now be 
considered. ' 
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The system has so far been assumed to obey precisely the 
laws of geometrical optics; no account has been tal;:enof 
diffraction or interference effects. Two phenomena have 
been observed, however, which can only be explained in terms 
of diffraction and interference theory. The first phenomenon 
is a black line running down the centre of the "no-Elod"balld 
under certain viewing conditions, whilst the second is the 
occurrence of brightly coloured vertical striattons across 
high frequency patterns. These phenomena a:ee discussed in 
detail in Paragraphs 8 and 9. . 

In Paragraph 8 the conclusion is rea ched that the "no-mod" 
band actually observed is narrower than that calculated 
geometrically. Moreover, at low frequencies and long wave
lengths it seems rea.sonable to assume that the curvature of a 
groove near its point of maximum slope will be very nearly 
that of the urunodulated groove,· so that the elements forming 
the edge of the pattern will reflect in a similar manner to 
those forming the "no-mod If band, and will for the same . 
~easons be observed narrower than the calculated geometrical 
values. although this argument cannot be extended to cover 
higher frequericies~ it is clearly desirable·to consider any 
alternative method of observation which would not be 
susceptible to this error. Such a method is suggested by 
the investigation of the coloured interference fringes, 
described in Paragraph 9. These fringes are found to be 
localised in a plane whi.ch also contains ·the image of the 
ligIlt source formed by the unmodulated grooves. When the 
telescope is focussed· on this "focal plane ll ~ a sharp-edge 
light pattern is seen, even though thE": surface of the disk 
is out of focus. It is demonstrated in Paragraph 10 that in 
fact the width of this sharp edge pattern observed in the 
focal plane is the saIDe as would be derived from purely 
geometrical constructions. A fresh series of observations 
has therefore bean made ,with the telescope focussed on this 
"focal plane".. I 

P.. simple geometrically derived formula (Paragraph ll)enc::blos 
the half-widths measured on the focal plane, to be converted 
to hypothetical values of bf and bn respectively~ and hence 
to values of b, using Equations l(a) and l(b). 

Wnen the telescope is focussed on the disk~ complex d'iffr8ction 
effects are believed to occur ~ an(~ it is doubtful vlhether 
normal considerations of resolvj.ng power are relevant. If 
the resolving power is in fact calculc1tod and a correction 
made for it, the result is to increase the discrepancy between 
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the observed and predicted velocity ratios,and also to 
increase, slightly, the near to far error. Observations on 
the focal plane of the disk are, however, carried out on the 
assumption that the resolving power of the system is then the 
only relevant aspect of diffraction remaining and hence a 
correction is made for it in the evaluation of results. 
In paragraph 12 an expression is derived for the resolving 
power of a telescope when used to view an object at a finite 
distance from its objective. 

Taking the average wavelength of white light as 2 x 10"'5 
inches, al as 0.125 inches and dl as 48 inches, the present 
system is seen to be incapable of resolving points closer 
than 0.004 inches. This means that the two images of a 
pattern will appear. to touch when they are 0.004 inches apart, 
so that the observed value of the half-width will be too 
large by 0.002 inches. If a correction is made for this so 
that the measurement may be assurned to give a width reliable 
to 0.001 inches, then the result will be liable to an 
uncertainty of about + 0.5 db for the narrowest bands normally 
encountered, and proportionately less for vvider bands. This 
resolving power gives a picture which arJpears satisfactory to 
the eye although the resolution is not as high as that which 
the eye would achieve for a perfect image, at the magnification 
employed. 

To increase the resolving power of the system, while main.,.. 
taining the present distance between the disk and prisms, 
would necessitate the use of larger and more expensive prisms 
and consequently of a telescope with a larger objective. It 
therefore seems }referable to cor~ect for the present 
resolving power. as outlined above, and to keep the cost of 
8pparatus low. 

80 Re suIt s Obta ined from "FQcQ,l Planfl" Ob serv.€i1ions 

The measurements made on disks A, Band C with the 
tele seope focus sed to give the narrowe st possible "no-mod" 
band, give the results shown in Tables 2, 4 and 6 respectively. 

It will be seen that there is still a tendency for higher 
values of b to result from far side than from near side 
observation, but that the difference seldom exceeds 0.5 db, 
and shows no tendency to increase at low levels. Thus the 
velocity ratios deduced from bf" 'Show good agreement with 
those deduced from bn ' I, and moreover these ratios agree 
closely with those predicted by voltage measurements or, in 
the case of disk C, with the pick-up calibration. _ 
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TABLE 1 

Disk A - Te1escop~focusse~p disk surf~~ 

r ! 

Radius\Freq. 
of J of 

B~nd IB~nd 
~n ~n 

Inches;kc/s 

5.5 1 

5·3 ·1 

5·0 1 

2.6 1 

2·5 1 

2d 1 
I 

b b IIRati:T'Rati~s I b "(from I R~t~os (~~~til 
(from (from- far - near bf) Voltage) 
bf) bn) I (db) (db) b (fr~ (db) 
thousa~dths b ) (db) 
of an ~nch n 

14§ ..;1,1 14421 0 0 +0.2 0 

43 39~ -10.7 -lId +0.7 -1,0.0 

11~ 7 -22.2 -26d +4·3 -20.0 

146t, 147~ 0 0 -0.1 0 

4J~ 
I 

-10.6 44 -10·5 -0.1 -10.0 

12 12 
..L_ 1-21 •7 -21.8 0 ·-20.0 

Notes: 'b (from.bf), and 'b (from bn)t - half widths of 
ideal pattern (see Equations 1 and 2) calculated 
from far side and near side observations 
respectively. 



~. , 

p'isk A. -•• ~el§J?cope focusseCL.QIl 'f,Qeal. .. plane I 
of disl; 

.,.......--,..-r-------, 'I 
. . 

Radius Freq. b b Ratios Ratios b (from Ratios (f rom 
of of (from (from - far - near bf) Voltage) 

Band Band bf) bn ) (db) (db) - (db) b (from in in' thousandths 
Inches Kc/s of an inch , bn) (db) 

--
5.5 

5.3 

5·0 

2.6 

2·5 

2·3 

- ---
1 li~ 122 Q, 0 -0.2 0 

1 46)·· 2 47 -10.1 -10.2 -0.1 -10.0 

1 13)~ 2 13~ -20·9 -21.0 '0 -20.0 
. 

1 J-4~ , 152-& 0 0 -0.2 0 

1 46 46~ -10.2 -1003 -0.1 -1000 

1 13;3~ 14 -20.8 -20·7 -0.] -2000 
.. - _I ..... J 

Note s: I Ra tios-far I and 'Ra tios-near I - the c OlWlU1S 
(Cont. ) 'b (from bf) and Ib (fr om bn)' re spect i 1Jely, 

expressed as ratios, relative to the value 
of b underlined, for each set of bands. 

Ib (from bf)' -------- -
'b (from bn )' 

co'mpari:30n between the two 
levels deduced for each band. 
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T~BLE 3 

Disl\: B - Telesc9pe focus sed on_disk sltr fa c~ 

-, -- -,------
Radius Freci .1 b b Hatios Ratios b (from Ratios {from 

of of (from (from - far - near bf) vOlta~e) 
Band Band bf )bn) (db) (db) -- (db 
in l,w/ s thousandths b (from 

Inches of an inch bn ) (db) 

"I - --
5·5 1 118-!r 1110?~ ............... 0 0 +0.6 0 

5·3 0·5 97 89 -1.'7 -1·9 +0.8 -1·7 

5·1 0.2 66~- 59.J--. 2 -5·0 -5.4 +1.0 -4.7 

4·9 0.1 47 40 -8.0 -8.8 . +1.4 -8.1 

4·7 0.1 23~ 18~- -14.0 -!l.5· 5 +2.1 -13 .. 6 

3·4 1 ).1,2 11;4 0 0 +0.4 0 

3·2 0·5 97 91~~ -1.8 -1·9 +0.5 -1·7 

3·0 0.2 67~~ 64 -4·9 -5·0 +0·5 -4.7 

2·9 0.1 48 44 -7·9 -8·3 +0.8 -8.1 

2.6 0.1 24~ 22-~ -13·7 -14.1 +0.7 -13.6 
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Disk B - 1ele sCQJ2e-.l,ocussed ..Qf.L. I focal p.1...~ne I 

of dig 

I .. i ----I 
tRadiusj Freq.\ b b. Ratios IRatios b {froin I Ratios (fro 

of of (from (from - far ~ near bf> Vo1tag~) 
Band 11 Band bf)' bn) (db) (db) --- (db) 

in kc/s thousandths ! b (from 
Inches of an inch .L ___ i-bn ) (db) ______ -1 

I 1-
505 11 

5-3 10.5 
0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

1.22-2: 

99 

69 

48 

25 

! 
11.18~~ 

I 96 

I ::~ 
2LL.J . 

'2 

o 

-1.8 

-5·0 
-8.1 

-13·8 

o 

-1.8 

o 
-1.8 

I 
I +0.3 
! 

+0.3 

+0·3 

+0.2 

+0.2 

+0.2 

I 
I 

o 

-1.7 

-4.7 

-8.1 

-13.6 

o 

-1·7 

I 3·0 

1,22 

99 

69 

48;2-

-4.9 +0.2 I 
I 

1111 ' 

I 

I 

25~ .~2~4_~~13.6 __ 1-13.8 

12.9 0.1 

L 2 
• 
6 ~,_.1----:. 

46~ -8.0 -8.2 

-13.6 
_ .. ' . - ~ .-----.-i 

+0.4 

+0·3 

-8.1 
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Tkl.BLE ..2 

,-_._-----
I ' 

Radius Freq.1 b 
~ ------- s"-;r-:-

k-up 
ration 

b FetiDS RatioS/b (from Ratio 
Pie of Of! (f ram (from '- far 

\ Band Band bn) 

I:n~~es kC~ I~~ 
bf) 
ousandths 
an inch 

! 5.5 1 15 '1_1-2 
i 

! 5.J 10 ~ 15 
I i 

61 
2~ 

i 5.1 9 115 8 

4.0 

I 8 8 -115 

7 

6 

5 
4 

3 

2 

1 

I 

116 2-~ 
I 

i 
115 7 

4 15 

47~)'" 
"" 

15 

15 

15 

J.lli 

2 

5 
1::') •. 

1 0.5 13 9 
I 

10.2 9 1~ 

1 0 •1 4 

\0.0') I 2 
~_J: 

61' 

1 

2.z 

i - I 

1140~-

143 

142";2' 

144 

142~ 

140-§-

141~" 

142 

142~' 

14 3-2-

J.4 35-

12'7-8-
'-' 

83 

39 

17 
I 

! 153:2-
I , 

(db) 

+0.1 

0 

+0.2 

+0.2 

+0.4 

+0.1 

-0.1 

-0.1 

-0.1 

0 

0 

-1.0 

-4-.6 

-10.5 

-17·4 

+0.4 

- near' 
(db) . 

-0.2 

0 

-0.1 

0 

-0.1 

-0.2 

-0.1 
I 

-0.1 

-0.1 

0 

0 

-1.0 

-4.7 

-1103 

-18.5 

+0.6 

-

bf) -- . 
b (from 
bn) (db) 

+1.0 

+0.8 

+0·9 

+0.8 

+1.1 

+1.0 

+0.7 

+0.7 

+0.6 

+0.7 

+0.7 

+0.7 

+0.8 

+1·5 

+108 

+0;5 

- I 

Calib 

-_. 

-1 

-4 

-10 

-17 

o 
o 
o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
() 

o 

o 
o 
.0 

o 
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,I!:"BL_E q 
P"isk C - TelesC9J2e focus sed on 'f'9cal pl~ 

of clisk 

\;adius Fre~I"' b li b ~atios -~atios b (from 
I of ~f (from (from - far - near bf) 
"Band Band bf) bn) (db) (db) b ( from in kc/s thou~andths 
Inches I of an inch bn ) (db) 

I Ra tios from \ 
Pick-up I 

Calibration 
, 

, ' 

1-__ -+ ___ +_ ~,. ___ -+-___ -I-___ -+-----'"'"i-'-------I 

5.5 1 162~~ 14'7~- +0 • 3 o +0.8 

5.3 10 

5·1 9 

4.9 8 

4.'7 7 

4.5 6 

4·3 5 
4.2 4 

157 149 o +0.1 +0.4 

156~ 146 0 0 +0.6 

! 152~- 147 -0.2 0 +0.3 
I 
I 

1541 147~ -0.1 0 +0.4 

153~ 145 -0.2 -0.1 +0.5 

153~- 144~' -0.2 -0.2 +0. 5 

153 147~ -0.1 o 

4.0 3 154~ 147~ o 

o 
o 

o +0.4 

3.8 2 156± 148~ +0.1 +0.4 

3.6 1 1.2§l: 14Z o +0.5 

+0.6 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

-1;0 i 3.4 0.5 140~ 131~ -0.9 -1.0 

3.2 0.2 91~ 87~ -4.7 ~4.5 +0.4 -4·5 11 

3.0 0.1 46~ 43~ -10.5 -10.6 +0.6 -10.5 

~
. 2.8 '0.05 21 21 -17.4 -16.9 0 -17. 5 I 

2.6 1 163-8- 156 I +0.4 +0.5 +0.4 0 ---.Ji 
.'_L I ' I , __ -+' __________ ,~i ______ ~·~ ____ ~ ____ ~~-------- ---
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tlET 11 

Q.Q.§Q~Q2tica.L GonditiQU§.J:n the Light 
f~tt&.rn Fotm§1iQ!! 

8'.' The Black Line in The Centre of the~~No=l!lQSl!..: Band 

8.1 When the "no-mod ll band is viewed in the far side positi~ 
and at the outside of a 12. inch disk,a black line is 
observed running down its centre. ~ photograph of part of 
the light pattern of a disk in which this black line is 
evident is shown at Plate IV. Nearer the inside of the disk, 
or in the near side position, the line can also be observed, 
but only by altering slightly the .focus of the telescope. 

8.2 Explanation of the PhenomenQg 

When the telescope is focussed on any point D on the 
disk surface (Figure 6) the length of the optical path from D 
to its image is the same for all rays. . Now suppose a con
stant length is subtracted from all these rays by drawing an 
arc Rd centred on D. The path length from this arc to the 
image will be constant for all rays, so that the ve~tor 
summation of all disturbances taken 01'1 this arc' will give 
the same illumination. as that observed at the image of D. 
The reflected rays ferming the image, however? come to a foc:us 
at F, the image of the light source formed by the disk, and 
are thus in phase at F and along any arc centred on it7 such 
as Rf. 

The two arcs Rd and Rf can be made to touch at a point 
on the line DF produced; if D lies within the widtb. of the 
lino-mod" band, this line will pass through the viewing 
aperture, and the radii of Rd and Rf can be chosen so that 
the two arcs touch at some point ° in the aperture. 

The disturbance r-eaching Rd at any point P along its 
length will have a phase angle (-2rr 8/A), relative to the 
disturbance at the point 0, 8 being the s~paration of the 
two arcs at P. If, therefore, the arc Rd be divided into 
a large number of elemer:l.'~ each of a length L over which a 
mean value of 8 is taken, the light reaching each of these 
elements may be represented by a vector of const2nt length 

,proportional to L, oriented according to the mean valuE' of the 
phase ane;l~ (-2rr 0/).). T~!e illumination observed at D, 
which is the vector sum of all the disturbances along Rd, will 
be determined by the resultant of these vectors (Figure 78). 
The intensity of illWllination will actually be proportional 
to the square of the resultant vector, which represents 
amplitude. If the length L is now made vanishingly sma:\-l, 
the vector diagramhecomes a continuous curve, (Figure 7b), 
equal lengths along the curve ropresenting e(ual lengths' 
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along the arc Rd' To find t;18s~nape of tllis ,curve ~ it is 
necessary to determine the variation of 0 across the aperturQ. 

Consider the respective separations ql and q2 of the 
arcs Rd and Rr' from their common tangent ~ at a di~)tance e " 
from their point of contact 0, (FiGu~e 8). If the rad~i of 
the two arcs arerd and rf, it can be shown that C;1 ::: ~_ 
and q2 ::: e2_0 2rd 

2rr 
The path difference 8 should properly be taken along a radius 
of the arc Ri'. VVi th the dimensions actually involved (a s 
opposed to those adopt~d for convenience in the Figure) this 
radius is very nea:r~Y' perpendicular to the con:U::lOn tnngent, 
since e<.. < rf, :;ll1.U. so 8 may be talwn 0. s equal to "q2 - qlo 

2 / \ 
,', 8 = ~ \;i -~) (:) ) 

•••••••• o ••• o\.....I 

The 'l.ariation of the effective path difference 8 across, the, 
aperture is thus seen to teproportional to the square of the 
distance from the pOint 0, for wj:~ich 8 is zero. 

Such a square-law relationship is often erlcountered in the 
consideration of Dylindrical wave-fronts, and the generalised 
vector diagram has 2, 'standard form known as "Cornu's Spiral ll 

(Figure 9). This L; derived from the Fresnel integral, used 
in classic diffraction theory 0 Only that parl~of the s:;:dral 
corresponding to values of 0 from zero to 3,\ is shown~the 
remainder of the curve (corresponding to i:1it;her values of 8)' 
converging on the asymptotic pOints at ,J and J'. Any length 
along the arc Rd in either direction from the point of 
contact with Rf is represented in the vector diagram by an 
equivalent lehgth along the spiral in either directioh from 
the point of inflection? and it is no v" necessnry to find the 
value of this equivalence,i.eo, the length of the spiral ' 
which repre sent s the lengt.h 2al of the al'C Rd' This is 
done by finding the value of 0 at the edges of the aperture 
when D is in the centre of the "no-mod" band a.:J.d the arcs 
Rd and Rf touch at the centre of the aperture. The follovving 
values arc substituted in Equation 3. 

e ::: 31 = 0.125 inche~ 

rd - 48 inches 

rf = 43.5 inches (F is 4.5 inches in front of the 
disk when the outside of a, 12 inch 
disk is viewed in the far-side,· 
position) 



o is found to be 1.7 x 10-5 inches, or 8,.JJ.Jroxima"tely 7/8\, 
at each edge of the aperture. 'I'hus when D is in the centre 
of the lino-modI! band~ the portion of the spiral representing 
the disturbance s al~ng Rd is Cl s shown by the curve aA' 
(li'ligure 10), and the intensity observed at D is proportional 
to the square of the chord [:;.:."1,' • 'l'he - lengthoi' the arc Rd ' 
is always 281, regardless of where it touches the arc Rf, 
and the derivation of the Cornu spiral is such that in this 
case the length of the curve Ai:.' repr'csenting' the -disturbances 
along the arc is also constant .. ~ The position of A~' on the 
spiral will, however, depend on the position of the point of 
contact of the arcs Rd and Rf, 'V'd'th respect to the aperture. 
When 5 for exaillple, the edge ,()f the lino-mod" band is vie'wed,. 
the two arcs touch at the edge of the aperture, and so one 
end of the curve AA. r lies at the point of inflection - - ' 
(Figure 11). Changes in the position of D may th>refol'e 
be imagined a s causing the constant length of the curve at..' 
to slide along the spiral. 

If the intensity of illumination, which is proportioml to 
the s~uare of the chord A.A', is invGstigated as D is moved 
from the centre of the IIno-mod ll band to its edge and beyond, 
it is found first to increase (Figure 12) and then to c,ecrease 
again, until at'the edge of the pattern (as in Figure 11) it 
is considerably less than at the centre. As D is moved still 
further in this direction, the arcs Rd and Rr no longer-touch 
at any point on the aperture, -hh" is entirely to one side of 
the point of inflection and the resultant steadily decreases 
(FigUl~e 13). It can also be seen that the length. of AA I 

when D is' a t the centro of the lino-mod 11 band is a minimUtll 
which account s for tIle observation of a dark line, there ~ 
Now the intensity at the edge of the pattern is less again 
than that of the central minimum, so that the "no-mod" band 
will be observed as being somewhat narrower than its -
geometr ically calcula ted width. It will be Sf3 en that when 
the length of the curve A~t is slightly less than that 
considered here, the centre of the band will no longer be at 
a minimurn of illull:lination. This accounts for' the fact that 
the -central black line is not observed on the near-side of 
the disk, nor at small disk radii on the far-side, under which 
conditions the maximum value of 8 is smaller than calCUlated 
above ~ unle ss incr8a sE;d by aJ. teration of the tale scope focus • 

. The illumination, however? vdll still fall considerably below 
its?1aximum value ~s thf.l 8~g8 of the pa~tern is .B.i!proached, 
so tnat the redu.ctlon of tl1G obs()1'VtJd vndth of tn:3 "no-mod n 
band below its calculated value will occur undc!r all normal 
opservation conditions. 



The Formation of Interference Fringes 
~n-the-Light Patterns 

9.1 !ppearance of the_Fringes 

vTnen the light patterns on a multi-frequency tone disk 
are examined~ either thro~gh a telescope or with the naked 
eye~ radial striations or fringes are observed across the 
patterns for frequencies above about 0.5 kc/so Atypical 
pattern containing the fringes is shown at Plate V. The 
fringes are found to be located not on the surface of the 
disk~ but upon the plane in which the grooves for:TI an image 
of the light source. ,This plane, vn1ich lies behind the 
convex·groove surface observed in the near-side position and 
in front of the concave surface observed in the far-side 
position? will henceforward be referred to as the "focal 
plane" of the disk. 

At high frequencies the fringes near the edge of the pattern 
are broad, widely spaced and appear almost black whilst 
nearer the centre of'the pattern their appearance changes and 
they become narrower? closer together and coloured. The 
first black fringe is always an appreciable distance from the 
edge of the pattern. Wl18n lower frequencies are observed 
the fringes begin nearer to the edge of the patterns, and are 
everywhere narrower and closer together. At frequencies 
between about 2 kc/s and 0.5 kc/s (on a normally arranged 
tone disk) only the first fe~ (outside) fringes can be seen, 
their intensity decreasing towards the centre of the pattern. 
V/hen the disk is viewed in the conventional manner for ' 
measurements of pattern ·width,. that is with the telescope 
focus sed on the surface of the disk, .the fringes are still 
distinguishable on the high frequency bands but are less 
distinct than when the tc:lescope is focussed on the focal 
plane of the disk. The following paragraphs will show the.t 
the interference pattern observed is formed by the combination 
of two distinct system of fringes. The first of these 
systems, described in paragraph 9.2, is caused by the path 
difference between the two pencils of light which are reflected 
in a given direction from each wavelength of modulation~ 
Thus in Figure 14 the pencil K' is seen to corresiJond to a 
longer total path from light source to image than th~t in the 
case of the pencil K. As the path difference is governed by 
the amplitude m of the modulation, these fringes will be 
referred to as !tm" fringes. The second system, described in 
Paragraph 9.3, is due to the path difference at a point in 
the focal plane between pencils reflected from successive 
cycle s of modulation (Figure 15). In this ca se the mth cli:ffi:rence 



is a function of the wavelength W of the !:lodulatJon along the 
groove? and not of its amplitude ~ and the :fringes will be 
referred to as "w" fr inge s. 

The Mechanism of the Formation of· limit Fringes . .;;;..;;.==,_._--------- -- -
Consider a· cylindrical mirror forming an image Po of a 

distant object on a plane at distance p from the mirror. 
Then if a short length of the mirror is divided into a number 
of strips parallel to the axis of tDe cylinder, and ift~ese 
strips are all rotated throuGh a small an[,;le y (Figure 16) 7 

the image formed by each of the strips will move to the 
position Py , where PoPy == 2yP. l'he image is? therefore? 
displaced but not destroyed by this process. If now this 
slatted cylindrical mirror is replaced by a modulated groove 
of the same curvature, then the plane at distance p becomes 
t~e focal plane of the disk, and the point Po the. l~mage of the 
Ilght source formed by the urunodulated groove. tlgure 17 . 
shows that when a point Py in the focal plane. is viewed through 
an aperture Aa' ~ only ligl1t which is reflected from a small 
region XX' on the groove is accepted. The extent of XX' is 
approximately equal to YY', which is the width calculated for 
the "no-Iilod" band when a point source of light is used (i.e. 
a2 == 0). The illumination at-a point P in the focal plane, 
due to light reflected from one wavelength of the modulation, 
situated within the region XX', can be found by the construc-
tion in Figure 18. . 

The arcs R and R' are hypothetical sections of the unmodulated 
groove, turned through an angle y, and. they touch the modulated 
groove at Band B' respectively, these being the points of 
modulation slope y~ which lie to either side of a point S of 
maximwn modulation slope. Now if the arc R wore a reflecting 
surface~ ,it would form a focus at P ? as shown above and so 
disturbances reflected from all poihts on the arc would arrive 
at P in phase. The disturbances from any points on the 
actubl groove around B will therefore arrive at P with 
relative phases depending on the separation of th~ir points 
of reflection from R. Reflection from a point for which 
this separation is 8, involves and opt.ical' path VJhich exceeds 
that of disturbances reflected from B by a distance 28, since 
the Jncident light has also to traverse an additional distance 
8 before reaching the reflecting surface. The distance 0 
increases with disto.nce along the groove from B? slowly at 
first and then rapidly, so that without investigation of the 
mathematical form of the variation~ it can be soen that the 
vector diagram will.be a spiral of some description converging, 



for elements remote from B~ towards asymptotic points. &s 
the displacement towards B I is continued, hovvever, the rate 
of increase of S reaches a maximum at the pointS, and then 
decrea~es again~ so that the vector diagram begins to spiral 
outwards again and then describes a figure corresponding to 
the variation of S around B' (Figure 19). It is more 
convenient, therefore, to sum the region around B only as far 
as the point S in the direction of BI ~ and then to construct 
a separate vector diagram for reflection from the region 
around BI, only including points towards B as far as S 
(Figures 20a a~ld b). The respective resultant of these two· 
diagrams will have the same phases as the disturbances 
reflected from some points C and Cl near Band BI. 

The illumination observed at P due to reflection from the 
groove over this wavelength ofYmodulation is therefore a 
maximum or a 'minimum according to whether the path length from 
light ~ource to P via Cl exceeds that via C by an odd or even 
number of half wa't(31engths of light. Moreover, the situation 
of the arcs R and RI with respe~t to the modulation is' a 
function of Y only, and does not depend on the position along 
the groove of the wavelength of modulation considered. Con
sequently , conditions for a maxinnlln? or a minimum, at Pare 
satisfied simultaneously by all those wavelengths of moaulation 
which are correctly positioned to reflect light into the 
viewing aperture through P (i.e. those which lie wi.thin the 
region y~{1 in Figure 17). Y 

As Y decreases tl"le points Band B I move aVJay from the point S, 
until for y = 0 they are at the pOints of zero modulation 
slope and maximum modulation displacement 0 'The path 
differences involved, therefore? increase with decrease of y, 
slowly at first and then more rapidly, thus accounting for the 
observ~d decrease in the spacing of the fringes towards the 
centre of the pattern. &3 the wavelength of the modulation 
is increased?"l stage is reaclmat which the two interferj.ng 
portions of eaCfj wavelength are within El distance XXI 
(Figure 17) of each other only for large values of y. <i.S a 
result, only the first few fringes are r23lised, Jnd this is 
in fact the condition observed for frequencies around I kc/so 
ii.t still lower frequencies the physical sepal'ation of the 
interfering portions exceect XXI before y is sufficiently small 
to give the first minimum, and the fringes disappear altogetht:r. 

The above account, then~ describes the mechanism which 
determines the amount of light reflected from anyone cycle of 
modulation in the direction defined by the point Py. V~nen the 

\ , 
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wavelength of the modulation is sufficiently small for two or 
more cycles to lie within the region XX', the possibility occurs 
of interference between contributions from the individual 
cycles? and the resulting system of fringes is described below. 

The previous paragraph has demonstrated that the resultant 
light reflected from each half cycle of groove modulation h~s' 
the sa~Jle pha se a s a single ray reflected fr om some equivalent 
point. (0 orC' in Figure 21) whicp lies with the half cycle. 
It is convenient now to compound the two equivalent rays from 
C and C' of each cycle into a single resultant which in turn 
.illay be l' epre sented in pha se by a ray reflected fr om some new 
equivalent paint. For each cycle of modulation there is then 
an equivalent point and the equivalent points of all adjacent 
cycles will be separated by a distance equal to the modulation 
wavelength W. Consider, therefore, an unmodulated groove 
whose surface absorbs light completely except for infinitesimal 
elements spaced along it at intervals of length W, which . 
scatter light uniformly in all directions. Let two succes
sive ,scattering elements Zl and 22 each be joined to Po and 
Py' wnere Po and Py are defined as before, so that ang~e 
P0 21Py and angle P022P are both equal to 2y (Figure 21). 
Let ah arc centred on Po and passing through Z2 cut 2lPo at 'r, 
and let an arc centred on P and passing through Zl cut Z2Py,; 
a~ U. Since Po is an imag¥ point the difference 21T bet~een 
tne reflected paths ZlPo and Z2Po must be equal and Opposlte 
to the difference in the respective incident paths from the 
light source to 21 and 22' The reflected path difference 
Z;:;U bet'V.,veen 21Py and Z2P'l( together ,"vith the incident path 
dlfference (equal to 21T) then gives a total path difference 
to Py of (22U+ZIT). The t.wo arcs intt)rsect at an angle 2y, 
so tnat 

(Z2U + ZlT) = 2yW = G 

where G is the path difference for light reaching Py from 
successive elements. 

Thus for a groove modulated with a signal of wavelength W, 
G is the path differende between the resultant pencils 
reflected from successive wavelengths of modulation. The 
illumination at P is a maximum whenever G is (aqual to n", 
where the integerYn defines the 'order'of the fringes of n. 
If there are N wavelengths of modulation simultaneously" . 
operative,then the illumination fulls to zero for a change 
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of >/N in the value of G. This is illustrated for N = 6 in 
Figure 22. The maxim&. thus become narrower for large values 
of N (i.e. at high'frequencies). 

'9.4 Combination Qf "m" flnd ~-Erin~ 

The "m" frhL~es may be considered as 'modulating' the 
°W" fringes, since only such illumination as reaches P from 
the individual wavelengths is available to form the co~res
pcinding IfW" fringe. When a 10 kc/s signal is recorded at an 
r.m. s • velocity of 4 cm/sec (line-up level for the B .B.C . 

. recording characteristic at 10 kq/s), at a radius of 5~ inches, 
then iN = 4.5 x 10-j inches and the maximum slope. of modulation' 
~ equals 0.05 radians, so that at the edge Q~ the pattern 
(y = ~) the quantity G is equal to 4.5 x 10 inches, 
corresponding to "W" frinGes of about the 20th order. 
Consequently the overlapping of the frihges due to the 
different wavelengths pre sent in white light is sufficient to 
cause tne illumination to be observed as uniform. Near the 

'centre of the pattern, however? the "W" fringes are of low 
order, and it is ~hese fringes which are observed rather than 
the high ord,3r -"mll fringes. ' 

If the recorded level of high freq~ency tone is lower, 
howeve.r, the fir st mini'mum of the "111" fringes occurs nearer 
t.o the centre of the pattern, vilhereas the "w" fringes are 
unaffected, and so are still of a suffichHltly low order to be 
vi~:ible outside the first black "m" fringe. Since these "W" 
fringes are observed as a variation of colour rather than of 
interisity it is not easy to photograph them in monochrome. 
They are not evident in Plate V although the directly observed 
pattern on the disk showed them quite plainly. For still 
lower levels, which are fortunately lower than those likely to 
be e,ncountered on a tone disk? the "W" fringes are still 
strongly visible at the edge of the pattern, thus making the 
measurement of its width difficult. The "W" fringes can be 
demonstrated v~ry clearly by increasing the angle 9 between 
the optical normal and the disk surfe.ce. This cnuses the 
component of the modulati6n amplitude parallel to the normal 
to be reduced so that the condition for the formation of the 
first black "m" fringe is fulfilled at a point on the focal 
plane nearer the centre of the patterno At the same time the 
spacing of the IIW" fringes is increased and their order at 
the edge of the pattern thereby lowered giving an increase of 
intensi tyand contrast. It is then possible t ophot ograph 
them.. In Plate VI which was taken under these. conditions, 
the uniformly spaced "iN't fringes can be seen clearly outside 
the fir st bl.a ck "m't fr inge • 
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10. Va~idjJ~lL . ..Qf..Jlp~ervation2._Q!.L_~he fO.9al Plan;e 

Application of the construction of Figure 18 to the case 
where y is equal to ~, U1e maximum slope of the modu'lation, 
shows that at low frequencies the light pattern observed has 
a sharp edge at the position on the focal plane predicted -by 
geometrical considerations, so that measuren}ents can be 
carried out with the telescope focus sed on this plane. In 
Figure 23 the illumination at p~ due to light' reflected from 
one wavelength of modula'tion is found by summation along an 
arc H, which is a hypothetical section of the umnoc1ulated 
groove turned through an angle 0. The arc touches the 
modulated groove at S? the j]oint of maximwn modulation slope, 
and i.t is in this cas~ convenient to construct a single vector 
diagram for the sUlmnation of disturbances reflected from the 
groove at ound s. 

As a sine wave i;3 very nearly linear near its point of 
inflection, the modulated groove near S is of almost the same 
curvature a s the urunodulated groove? and so is nearly 
coincident with R. For points further from S the ,separation 
8 of the groove from R increases rapidly, and the vector 
diagram is therefore of the approximate form shown in 
Figure 24(a). Its .curvature is in the sawe sense throug£lOut, 
since 8 is positive to one side of S and negative to the 
other. If now a point on the focal plane is examined for 
which y exceeds 0 by a very small angle 1-1, and arc centred 
on ~(0+1-1) cuts the groove at S, at an angle 1-1. When!l is of 
such a value that the m~gnitude of 28 is increased by, say, 

>--/2 at points E and E' for which 8 was previously q. small 
fra ct ion of a wavelength? then tha t part of the vect or , 
diagram reprelsenting the groove between E and E', approxlmates 
to a c11:' cle, and the resultant for the whole wa velengthof 
modulation is small (Figure 24b). . 

The greater the ;wa velength of the modula t ion, UHm, .the 
sDlaller is the value of 1-1 which effects a given diminution 
of intensity, and the sharper is the edge observed to the. 
pattern.. , 

This is in fact observed? for while t~ie low frequency 
patterns on the focal plane are sharply defined, those fqr 
higher, frequEtncies are diffuse at the edges, as they are 
wnen tne surface of the disl~is vievved. The edge of the 
pattern on the focal plane at low frequencies is thus in the 
position p~, which is what would be expected from 
considerations of geometrical optics. 



11. Extf!.3nsion of Basic ~m.l::llae to FocaLPlE!~atter:G.§. 

Figure 25 shows, in plan, the formation of a far side 
pattern of half-width bf, as in Figure 3(a). The 'focal 
plane' is at 8 distance "p" in front of the disk, determined 
by the usual formula for a spherical mirror, whi.ch 81so1101o.s 
for a normal plane of a cylindr ical mirror, and 'which !gi ves 
in this case . , 

1 -
P •••••••• 0 •••• (4·) 

The intersection of this plane and the limiting ray from the 
pattern on the disk defines the edge of the focal plane 
pattern, all other rays from points of maximwn modulation 
slope also passing through this point on t'ltJ .lJlane. 

The half-width of this pattern, bf', is given by 

bf ' = bf - E- (bf + al) 
dl 

= bf' • °0 bf 
•••••.•• 0· ••• (5) 

If, in the measurement of bf', no allowance is made for the 
effect of the displacement p on the factor converting scale 
readings to pattern width, then the value found will be in 
error 0 The value found, bf", will be related to the actual 
value bf' by the equation 

bf" =.2:.f '_ 
(
1 -.lL\ 

d '/ 
where d' is the distance from the disk to the reflecting face 
of prisill'P4, about which the moving image pivotso If bf' I 

is substituted for 

(1 - Q) 
0.1 

in Equation (5) then an error of less than 0.5% will be caused 
by the inequality of 0.1 and 0.', so that to this; accuracy 
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b b " + alP 
f = f 

d-p 

lA similar calculation for near-side measurements gives 

b n = bn ' I + al~ 
d+p 

•• " ••••••• 6 Cb) 

where p is now the distance of the focal plane lliillind the . 
disk given by 

cos G 
R 

12. !):1!3 Re sQpigg PoY!§!_of the Mea s2d£.ing S:l stem 

When a tele scope j. s focus sed on an infinite simal 
luminous source~ the image always has a finite extent, 
however good tile lens system. This fundamental limitation 
of the definition attainable is a diffraction phenomenon, and 
a formula is deri.ved below enabling the minimum image width 
to be calculated in terms of the telescope aperture, the 
distance of the luminous point from the aperture, and the 
wavelength of light. 

Consider a telescope, the aperture of which is defined 
by a vertical slit of width 2a, and ~lich is focus sed upon a 
plane at a distance d from the slit (Figure 26). Two points 
on this plane, Pl and P2, dr8 spaced at a small horizontal 
distance h/2 to either side of the axis. In order to 
determine the apparent width of Pl, it is required to find 
the variation .with h of the spurious illumination observed at 
P2 as a result of the light emitted from Pl' This is done 
in a manner similar to that elnployed in paragraph 8 i.e. by 

. vector summation along an arc RZ' centred onP2, of the 
disturbances from Pl, which are in phase, along an arc R2, 
centred on P2" It is again required to dstermirie the variation 
a cr os s the ap?.rt ur e of the di stance 0 se para t ing the two arc s, 
and hence the shape of the vector diagram" 

The two arcs, each of radius d, touch the. plane of the 
aperture ~t distances h/2 to oither side of the axis, so 
that the separation ql of RI from the plane of the aperture 
is~ at any di.stance 6 fI'OIll th~ axis, a function of (e - h/2), 
and that of q2' a funct:Lon of (e + h/2). Th<..: actual. 
expr;ession for ql and <::2 can be shown to be 
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2d 

But 0 : q2 - ql 

: '. ~ ' •• u = •••• 000 •• 0.0 ••• (7) 

T~e value, 0max,.which 0 assumes at the edge of the aperture 
M1ere e.: a lS glven by 

~ _ + ha 
umax - - d .0 •• 000 ••••• 0 •• (8) 

For any value of h the quantity 0 is proportional to e, and 
the vector diagram is in the form of a circle, since equal 
increments along its length corr~s.tlOnd to equal increments of 
0, and hence of the phase angle ~. A ' , 

If h is now varied, the constant length of the vector 
diagram~ corresponding to the length 2a of the arc R2 , will 
a ssume a curvature dependent upon the value of 0max' which' is 
proportional to h. Thus for values of h such tnat the 
magnitudes of O-J1~X are )/4, ~/2, ~~ and ilI\ respectively, the 
vector diagram has the form shown in Figure 2'7. 

The variation of intensity of h, due to the curling up 
of the vect or dia gram ash increa se s? is of the form shown in 
Figure 28, and as this represents the intensity observed at a 
distance h from the point PI? the main imagE-; of PI is seen ~o 
extend over a finite width 2ho , when ho is the value of 11 for 
'I/;11ich omax : ± tl2. " 

t If, now, two neighbouring luminous points are considered, 
it will be seen that when their' separation is les~.3 than a 
certain value', their images will overlap to such an extent 
that a single broad maximum of illumination will be observed? 
and the existence of two distinct points will no longor be 
discernable. It is normally assumedtlnttlBcritical separation 
of the two luminous pOints, for their imag~sto be just resol
vable, is equal to ho, sc;> that the twoint~nsity curves overlap 
to the extent shown lnFlgure 29, and ha lS thu,s taken a's the 
resolving power of the system. Substituting)' x = ± )V2 in 
Equation (8) therefore:- ma, ' 
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In the present apparatus d = 48 inches and 2a == 0.25 inches. 
Taking ~ = 2 x 10-5 inches, therefore, we have 

h = 48 x 2 x 10-5 inches 
o ---O:-i," 

== 0.004 inches 

13. The Final Form of thf3 Measuring Apparatus 

13.1 DeYQloRme~t of the IQvestig~tioll 

The present investigation into the light pattern method 
of measuring the level on a laterally-recor'ded dislc VJas 
undertal~en initially to develop the "edge-to-edge" method of 
measuring pattern widths •. The ease of measurement by this 
method has been very marked and the increased accuracy and 
consistuncy possible has enabled the scope of the original 
investigation to be broadened considerably, so that the 
nature of some fundamental inaccuracies in the light pattern 
method have been ascertained. Part 2 of this Report has 
been concerned with an analysis of certain optical inter
ferance and diffraction effects and shows that inaccuracies 
must occur when the surface of the disk is observed. This 
inforrnation has led to a modification of the measUl'ement 
itself vvhich is now made with the telescope focus sed on the 
so called "focal plane" instead of the disk surface. 

With this acquired background of knowledge it is 
po~sible to make a more direct approach to the light pattern 
measurement embodying the principle of edge.;.to-edge 
measurement of the light pattern formed in the focal plane. 
A direct derivation of the expression for the width of the 
pattern formed in the focal plane will be given below and it 
will be shown that a much more compact apparatus than that 
described here is conceivable. 'These findings will be 
embodied in a final light-pattern measuring instrwl1ent which 
is being built in the Research De9artment. 

Direct Derivation of FocD.1 Plane Pattern Width· -----_......- - -- --- -

Figure 30 re pI'e sent s in plan one gr oove of El disk 
being viewed on the far side. The edge of the fOcal plane 
pattern at P0 is formed by light reflected from elements of 
maximum modulation slope 0 with respect to the W1l11oclulatod 
gr oove 0 It wa s pointed out in para graph 9.2 tha t the 

. effective turning of the reflecting surface through an 



angle ~ when the groove is modulated turns the reflected ray 
through an angle 2~. 

FbI' ID infini tely narrow light source, theref ore ~ the half-
pa ttern width is given by bf t = 2(bp vihere? a s b~fore, p. is 
the distance of tIle focal plane from the groove under 
consideration. Thus bf' is the amount by which the slope rjJ 
causes the image of the light source to be displaced. 

Now the half-width of the light source image depends upon the 
ratio p/d2 which is the magnification of a concave mirror 
when it forms an imageatl~istance p from its surface of an 
object at distance d2. The half-width of the image of a 
finite'source of width 2a2 formed by the unmodu1ated groove 
will be B2.:Q • The half-width of the image formed by the 
modulated ~ groove will, therefore, be 

bf ' = 20P + a2 0 £ 
d2 

Now p = Bl.2-.£os 9 from Equation 4 of paragraph 11 
l-R/2 cos O.d2 

32/d2 R/2 cos 9 
+ . - -~-

l-R/2 cos 9.d2 l-R/2 cos 9.d2 
..•. bf' == 

~ R/cos 9 

a nd ~ - R = b f r [1 - -B_ (1 J _ R r ~ 2 ) 
cos 9 ,2 cos 9 d'2M 2 cos 9\..d2 

but ~t--B-_ = b from Equation 2(a) paragrpph 1. 
cos 9 

:. b = bf I [1 _ -~ /..1.)\1_ ~-. R {~g) .. (9) 
2 cos i \~ ~ c:. cos 9\..d2 

Equa ti,on (9), doe s not contain terms in d1 or a l' This 
indicates that the only stipulation which need be made about 
the viewing system is that its depth of focus shall be suffi
cient to allow the focal plane to be observed without vertical 
de-focussing causing the different patterns to overlap. It 
also follows that if a collimator source is used (when d2 is 
effectively infinite) the formula becomes 

b = br' - --11-_ (~r2) 
2 cos El 
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lNhere f is the focal length of the collimator, since the 
source at infinity will have an angular spread of a2. Thus 
by using a long focus collimator and a very narrow flight source 
it should be possible to 111ake the,Hno-mod" term negligibly 
small and the measuring system direct reading for all but very 
low levels.. Clearly? all the se cond.i t ions, VIi th the depth 
of focus proviso outline above, indicate that a much smaller 
apparatus can be made. . 

When the light source is at inf~nity p -;t R/2. cosQ~ If Q ::: 45°? 
cos 9 :::.l so that p::: R _ - R co.s LJ5': . 

{d? 2 cos 450 

But R cos 450 is the horizontal distance, from the zroove lUlder 
consideration to the centre of the disk. Thus when the light 
source is at infinity the focal plane for any radius of the' 
disk coincides with the vertical plane through the centre 
of the d..i.::;k. T.\E2 existing trolley system, by which the disk 
is moved in both vertical and horizontal directions, lilay then 
be replaced by a vertical lift since the focal plane will 
always be the same distance from the telescope and the prism 
system. One focus sing will then cover thfj v/hole disk (near 
and far side) and the !,18 gnification of ~rism-rotation/image 
displacement relationship (paragra~h 11) will be the same 
for the entire disk. 

Alternative Derivation of Focal Plane 
-~§ft8i]u~a.d th -~--~ 

Equation 5 of paragraph 11 gives the hypothetical' half
pattern width bf on the disl{ in t,srlils of the half-iividth bf I 
filf:::asurt;d on thE:: foc21 plane as 

_ bf' . a p b f - _ +1 

(1-f:L) d-p 

where p is the distance of the focal plane from the disk. 
ECluation l(e.) of ';'Jaragraph 1. gives the half-rJJ.dth b of the 
pattern viewed lUlder ideal conditions, in terms of' the 
quantity bf, as J _ 

b ::: b f rl - . R _._ (1 + 1 ~_ R ,,~a2) 
L . 2 cos Q dl d2)1 2, cos Q~dl .ti2 

Substituting Equation 5 into lea) then gives 

b = b,' Ii - R _(1)~ - R 1~2),,,'~"v' t' 
f l 2 cos 9 ld2 J 2 cos Q vr2 ,Jl1lCd l S ne 
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result obtained by ;the direct analysis. It is to be 
expected that the combination of Equations l(a) and 5 
would give a result which is independent of the-viewing 
aperture Bl and the viewing distance dl since·the focal 
plane pattern is of definite extent irrespectiv(.; pf the 
manner in which it. is viewed • 

In the present apparatus it is still necessary to know dl 
since it is convenient to express the focal-plane widths 
measured in terms of a calibration made by laying a 
graduated scale upon the disk surface (paragraph 11) but 
the quantity aIneed not actually be known. 

MJB 
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